“Miss Saratoga”

Tailored

Middy Suits

and Blouses

ARRESTING in the simple grace of their lines—durably made from fast-color materials—finished with hand-worked insignia of regulation correctness, “Miss Saratoga” Middy Blouses and Middy Suits grow more and more rapidly in the approval of both leading schools and critical parents. You will find “Miss Saratoga” garments at the better shops. If your dealer cannot supply them, write us direct for new style plates and name of the “Miss Saratoga” dealer nearest to you.

REMEMBER—Without the “Miss Saratoga” label in the neckband it is not a “Miss Saratoga” garment.

Model 902 D. Full pleated skirt and blouse of best quality jean. Emblems applied by heavy cat-stitching; hand embroidered stars on collar, crowfeet on insert pocket, closing at yoke and cuffs, three rows of tape on collar and cuffs. Sizes 14 to 22. Also with pleated skirt on body for “Little Sister” 6 to 14.

Model 932. Made with detachable collar and cuffs of navy serge. Buttons and buttonholes concealed by a patented device exclusive to “Miss Saratoga.” An excellent gym blouse with collar and cuffs detached—a dressy blouse when attached. Sizes 6 to 22.

Model 323 A. Unusually attractive white gabardine suit. Full regulation model; emblems, crowfeet and stars hand embroidered. Pleated skirt with detachable belt and extra-wide placket with snap fasteners. Sizes 14 to 22. Also with pleated skirt on body for “Little Sister” 6 to 14.

Model 200 A. Full regulation suit of highly mercerized poplin in white, cream, pink, rose, blue, brown or navy. Skirt full pleated with wide detachable crack belt and snaps on placket. Sizes 14 to 22. Model 300 A similar in making but of pure Irish linen in white, cream, pink, rose, lavender, copen, green or brown. 200 E and 300 E respectively same models but with pleated skirt on body for “Little Sister” 6 to 14.
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